
THE IMPORTANCE AND REASONS WHY TEENAGERS SHOULD GET

THEIR DRIVERS LICENSE

Having access to a drivers license means that your child can get from point A to point B alone -- and this is of major
importance to most teenagers. Remember.

Teenagers need space to break away from parents, spend time with peers and develop individual morals and
values. Practice A teenager becomes a legal adult at 18 in the U. Convenience Convenience is something to
consider when deciding whether to let your teenager acquire a driver's license. Driving can provide your teen
with the opportunity to act independently and show just how responsible he is. As they grow into young
adults, they feel the need to spread their wings and venture farther away from the nest. However, once teens
can move more readily within the community and travel outside the home environment on their own or with a
peer, they have access to locations where many or all the local controls on risky behavior may be absent. Your
support will help us continue to produce and distribute Facts for Families, as well as other vital mental health
information, free of charge. Driving and Teens No. You can pair driving and working as a connected
responsibility to teach your teen what it's like to act as an adult, instead of just handing the keys over to her,
help your teen to understand that driving is a privilege that comes with many different types of
responsibilities. You make it seem like when you ride a bike you are completely oblivious to everything that is
going on around you. These classes are often sponsored by schools. Having access to a drivers license means
that your child can get from point A to point B alone -- and this is of major importance to most teenagers.
Experts on both sides of the teen-driving debate agree that behind-the-wheel practice is the leading factor that
reduces driving crashes. As long as your teen understands that his car privileges during the academic day
consists of going to and home from school, driving himself is a perfectly reasonable mode of transportation for
many older teens. Instead of putting your child in the passenger seat and taking him to and from every activity,
event or social time, the ability for a teen to drive himself allows him to function in a much less dependent
way. Even with the statistics, though, many people consider driving an important part of teen life. Along with
this independence comes more responsibilities and a more adult-like way of acting. Oh, and how fucking rich
and spoiled are you to take a mother-fucking bike over a car you dumb, maybe fat idiot! Rules for New
Drivers Rules for parents to consider when teens begin driving independently include: Parents should not
allow young drivers unrestricted driving privileges until they have gained sufficient experience. According to
the American Automobile Association AAA , teenage drivers are four times more likely to be involved in a
car crash than adult drivers. Between and , crashes involving to year-old drivers claimed the lives of 30,
people nationwide. Recommended by the AAA, the GDL has teens earn driving privileges in a three-stage
process: learner's permit at age 16, a probationary license after 6 months and an unrestricted driver's license at
age 


